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Following a 70-year old suggestion of Paul Lévy, a condition is

formulated for the regularity of growth of real functions. The

condition, which is quite explicit, makes use of the iterates of

the function and solutions of Abel’s functional equation, and is

well adapted to a computer testing.

Numerous computer experiments reveal interesting properties

of the proposed regularity criterion.

1. INTRODUCTIONAbel's functional equation,A(F (x)) = A(x) + 1; (1–1)plays a central role in the theory of continuous orfractional interaction. It appeared �rst in a briefnote of Abel [1881], which was among his left-overpapers rescued by Holmboe for posterity. He ob-served that if A is a strictly increasing continuoussolution of (1{1), which for brevity we shall call anAbel function of F , then the functionsF �(x) = A�1(A(x) + �); for � 2 R ; (1–2)form a family of fractional iterates of F with theproperty that F 0 = id, F 1 = F , andF � � F � = F � � F � = F �+� for all �; � 2 R :Clearly, if A is an Abel function of F then sois A+ c for any constant c and, from the point ofview of iteration, not essentially di�erent from A,as it supplies the same family of iterates. There areof course many other solutions of (1{1) and Abelwrote down their general form:
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Lemma 1.1 [Abel 1881]. If A;A� are strictly increas-ing C1 solutions of (1{1) thenA�(x) = A(x) + '(A(x)) (1–3)for some periodic ' with period 1 and such that'0(x) > �1 for all x. Conversely , any A� of theform (1{3) is an invertible solution of (1{1).Abel never mentions the condition '0(x) > �1(for that matter he mentions no conditions what-ever about his functions) but it must be satis�ed ifA� 0(x) = A0(x)�1 + '0(A(x))� is to be positive. Itis now natural to ask whether it is possible to sin-gle out one particular solution of (1{1) (of coursemodulo an additive constant), and hence one par-ticular family of fractional iterates, that in somesense can be regarded as the \best" solution of theiteration problem. A typical well-known instanceis the problem of the half-iterate of the exponentialfunction, that is, an F satisfying F (F (x)) = ex forany x � 0, say. Such an F is certainly not an ele-mentary function, since its growth cannot be �ttedinto Hardy's logarithmico-exponential scale [Hardy1910]. Our problem is just a particular instance ofa far more general question, namely whether it ispossible to give an objective meaning to the con-cept of \regular growth" of real functions. Whatwe propose here is to formulate an intrinsic prop-erty of real functions that can be interpreted as acriterion of regular growth, and has at least thepotentiality to become the source of a universalcomparison scale. Unfortunately at present thereis no way of deciding whether the suggested, quiteexplicit, criterion can in fact ful�l such an ambi-tious program (there is no a priori guarantee thatsuch a property exists at all) and the evidence sofar is largely computational.Following the frustrations of last century therewas one serious attempt in the present century toformulate a criterion of \croissance r�eguli�ere": thatof Paul L�evy [1928], based on Abel's functionalequation. The present attempt grew out of L�evy'swork and is essentially a recasting of his proposal

in a more workable and computationally more ac-cessible form.The program is briey this: with every convexanalytic F : R>0 ! R>0 satisfying F (0) = 0,F 0(0) � 1, and F 00(x) > 0 for x > 0 we shallassociate, through a construction which involvesboth the local (at x = 0) and global behaviour ofthe function, a continuous ' : R>0 ! R with theproperty that '(F (x)) = '(x) for all x > 0. Oncewe have such a function it can be converted, againwith the help of Abel's equation, into a periodic  with period 1. By taking the Fourier coe�cients ̂m, we transform the problem of regular growthof F into one concerning the \regularity" of realsequences. Details of the construction and the en-suing regularity criterion will be discussed in Sec-tion 2. The rest of the paper is taken up by thepresentation of some of the computational evidencein support of the criterion and the description ofthe link between our criterion and L�evy's originalsuggestion.The precursor of the present work was a similarbut rather perfunctory attempt that I made someyears ago [Szekeres 1984] without coming to a def-inite formulation of a criterion. The main stum-bling block was the very limited computational ac-curacy (standard 16 decimal �gures) available tome at the time|not nearly su�cient to extractany useful information from the numerical dataobtained. The experimental evidence presentedin Section 3 relies on 180 decimal �gures, usingRichard Brent's multiple precision package. Thiswas quite adequate for all examples discussed here.
2. THE CRITERION OF REGULAR GROWTHFor c � 1, let Cc denote the set of strictly con-vex analytic functions F : R�0 ! R�0 satisfyingF (0) = 0, F 0(0) = c, andF 00(x) > 0 for x � 0:The regularity criterion will refer to members ofC = Sc�1 Cc.



Szekeres: Abel’s Equation and Regular Growth: Variations on a Theme by Abel 87For F 2 C there is always a uniquely determinedAbel function that has a best local behaviour atx = 0; we call it the principal Abel function of F .It is distinguished by the property that, ifF (x) = 1Xj=1 bjxjis the Taylor series of F , with b1 = c � 1, then theprincipal Abel function has an expansionA(x) = log xlog c +Xj�1 ajxj (2–1)at x = 0 if F 2 Cc with c > 1, andA(x) ' � 1b2x + a0 log x+Xj�1 ajxj as x! 0+
(2–2)if F 2 C1, the coe�cients of expansion being ob-tained by formal substitution into (1{1). The se-ries (2{1) converges, by a century-old theorem ofK�onigs [1884]; see [Kuczma 1968, Chapters VI andVII] for results of this kind. The series (2{2) isnot necessarily convergent; nevertheless there is aunique analytic solution of (1{1) having (2{2) as anasymptotic expansion at x = 0+ [Szekeres 1958].Although the principal Abel function is the onethat behaves best near 0, there is no reason to as-sume that it is also the solution that has the most\regular" manner of growth at x!1.Let D(x) = 1=A0(x) denote the reciprocal of thederivative of the principal Abel function. If c > 1it has an expansionD(x) =Xj�1 djxj ; (2–3)with d1 = log c; d2 = b2 log cc(c � 1) ; : : : ;if F 2 C1 the expansion isD(x) 'Xj�2 djxj (2–4)

withd2 = b2; d3 = b3� b22; d4 = b4+ 12b2(3b22�5b3); : : : :In a sense, D(x) is more basic than A(x), being thein�nitesimal generator of the iteration group (1{2).Unlike the Abel function, which has the charac-ter of an inde�nite integral (it admits an arbitraryadditive constant), D(x) is a proper function. Itsatis�esD(F (x)) = F 0(x)D(x);D0(F (x)) = D0(x) +D(x)F 00(x)F 0(x) : (2–5)We shall refer to D(x) as the principal iterationgenerator of F .Another function that we shall need is E(x), sat-isfying E(F (x)) = F 0(x)(E(x) +D0(x)) (2–6)when c > 1 andE(F (x)) = F 0(x)E(x) +D0(F (x)) (2–7)when F 2 C1, and having an expansionE(x) =Xj�0 ejxj ; (2–8)where e0 = �c log cc� 1if c > 1, and e0 = �1, e1 = b2 if F 2 C1. It isa kind of inhomogeneous iteration generator of F .The coe�cients ej are obtained by formal substitu-tion into (2{6) and (2{7) respectively, except for e1in the �rst case and e2 in the second case, for whichthe de�ning equation for the coe�cients becomesan identity, given the values d1; d2 and d2; d3; du re-spectively in (2{3) and (2{4). The reason of courseis that, if E(x) is a solution of (2{6) or (2{7), thenE(x)+�D(x) is also a solution for any constant �.The missing coe�cients will be �xed later.



88 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 2The last auxiliary function we will need ist(x) = 1Xk=0 1F k 0(x) ; for x > 0; (2–9)where F k = F � F k�1; F 0 = id, andF k 0(x) = F 0(x)F 0(F (x)) � � � F 0(F k�1(x))= kYj=1F 0(F j�1(x)):It satis�es t(F (x)) = F 0(x)(t(x) � 1);t(x) = 1 + t(F (x))F 0(x) : (2–10)The convergence of (2{9) is obvious because of thestrict convexity of F . We also note thatt0(F (x)) = t0(x) + F 00(x)F 0(x) (t(x)� 1): (2–11)We now give the de�nition of ' envisaged in theintroduction.
Theorem 2.1. For F 2 Cc, with c > 1, let D;E; t bede�ned by (2{5), (2{6), and (2{9). Then'(x) = 1D(x)�t(x)D0(x)� t0(x)D(x) +E(x)�

(2–12)satis�es '(F (x)) = '(x) for all x > 0:
Theorem 2.2. For F 2 C1, let D;E; t be de�ned by(2{5), (2{7) and (2{9) respectively . Then'(x) = 1D(x)�(t(x)� 1)D0(x)� t0(x)D(x) +E(x)�

(2–13)satis�es '(F (x)) = '(x) for all x > 0:

Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Let F 2 Cc, with c > 1.From (2{5), (2{6), (2{10), (2{11), and (2{12) wehave'(F (x)) = 1D(F (x))�t(F (x))D0(F (x))� t0(F (x))D(F (x))+E(F (x))�= 1D(x)�(t(x)� 1)�D0(x)+D(x)F 00(x)F 0(x) ��D(x)�t0(x)+ F 00(x)F 0(x) (t(x)� 1)�+E(x)+D0(x)�= 1D(x)�t(x)D0(x)�D(x)t0(x)+E(x)�= '(x):This proves Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem2.2 is similar, involving (2{7) and (2{13) instead of(2{6) and (2{12). �Note that in the de�nition of '(x) the functionsD(x) and E(x) are determined by the local expan-sion coe�cients of F (x) at x = 0, whereas t(x)uses the full global behaviour of F (x) through-out (0;1). Note also that the arbitrary multiple�D(x) of D(x) that can be added to E(x) appearshere as an arbitrary constant � that can be addedto '(x).We can transform '(x) into a periodic functionby making yet another use of Abel's functionalequation. Consider  (�) = '(A�1(�)), where, asbefore, A is the principal Abel function of F . Then is periodic with period 1, by (1{1). Since A isonly determined up to an arbitrary additive con-stant,  is only determined up to an arbitraryphase constant (plus a free additive constant). Wecan take care of both these constants by consider-ing the Fourier coe�cients ̂n = Z 10 e2�in� (�) d�



Szekeres: Abel’s Equation and Regular Growth: Variations on a Theme by Abel 89of  , which we write as ̂n = e�n+2�i�n (2–14)with �n; �n real and 0 � �n < 1, for n � 1. In par-ticular, the sequence � = f�ng11 is independent ofthe phase constant of  . The free additive constantof  is �xed by the normalizing condition2� ̂0 = Z 10  (�) d� = 0: (2–15)This is achieved by setting in (2{8) the valuese1 = 2b2c(c � 1) �1� c log cc� 1 � (2–16)if c > 1, and e2 = 32b3 � 53b22 (2–17)if c = 1; an indirect proof will be supplied later.In writing  ̂n in the form (2{14) we have as-sumed of course that no Fourier coe�cient apartfrom  ̂0 is 0, an assumption that will not cause usany problem. We mention here that in the triv-ial linear case F (x) = cx for c > 1, which is notstrictly convex and hence is not in C, the function is identically 0. Indeed, D(x) = (log c)x andt(x) = c=(c � 1) by (2{9); hence t0(x) = 0,E(x) = �c log cc� 1by (2{8), and so  (x) = 0 for all x > 0, by (2{12).With the normalization (2{16), (2{17) we havenow a perfectly well de�ned mapping � from C tothe set of real sequences �F = � = f�ng. We shallcall � the sequence of L�evy{Fourier (LF) coe�-cients associated with F . As we have noted ear-lier, the construction of  and hence of the LFcoe�cients involves the entire global behaviour ofF (x) at large values of x. It is therefore reason-able to expect that regularity of growth propertiesof F will translate somehow in a suitable regular-ity property of the LF coe�cients. We shall �ndin complete monotonity the principal ingredient ofsuch a property, but before formulating precisely

our regularity condition, we examine in some de-tail the main invariance properties of the iterationwave  .
Theorem 2.3. For F 2 C and b > 0, let F �(x) =(1=b)F (bx). Let � and �� be the LF coe�cients ofF and F �. Then��n = �n + log b for n � 1:
Proof. Suppose F 2 Cc for c > 1. Denote byD�; E�; t� the various iteration functions pertain-ing to F � in Theorem 2.1. Then F � 0(x) = F 0(bx),F �k 0 = F k 0(bx), and D�(x) = (1=b)D(bx) by (2{3)and (2{5); D� 0(x) = D0(bx), E�(x) = E(bx) asseen from (2{6) and (2{8); t�(x) = t(bx) as seenfrom (2{9); and t� 0(x) = bt0(bx). Hence'�(x) = 1D�(x)�t�(x)D� 0(x)� t� 0(x)D�(x)+E�(x)�= b'(bx):Also A�(x) = A(bx) for the principal Abel functionof F �, �(�) = '�(A��1(�)) = b'(A�1(�)) = b (�);apart from a phase constant. Hence ��n = �n+log bfor each n.With minor modi�cations the proof is the sameif F 2 C1. �
Theorem 2.4. Let F 2 C and set F � = F p for somepositive integer p. Then�n = ��np + log p:The theorem will follow from an auxiliary result:
Lemma 2.5. Let F � = F p for some positive integerp. Then, apart from an additive constant , whichdoes not matter ,'(x) = p�1Xj=0 '�(F j(x)): (2–18)
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Proof. First assume that F 2 Cc, with c > 1. Weshow that p�1Xj=0 1F j 0xt�(F jx) = tx: (2–19)(We omit the parentheses around x for economy ofnotation.) To verify (2{19), write1F j 0xt�(F jx) = 1F j 0x 1Xk=0 1F kp 0(F jx)= 1Xk=0 1F kp+j 0xand 1Xk=0 p�1Xj=0 1F kp+j 0x = 1Xk=0 1F k 0x = tx:Now (1{1) implies A(F �x) = A(F px) = Ax+ p;hence A�x = (1=p)Ax and D�x = pDx. Further-more, D�(F jx) = F j 0xD�x = pF j 0xDx; hencep�1Xj=0 t�(F jx)D� 0(F jx)D�(F jx)= p�1Xj=0 t�(F jx)F j 0xDx�D0x+DxF j 00xF j 0x �= txD0xDx + p�1Xj=0 F j 00x(F j 0x)2 t�(F jx);by (2{19). But, from (2{19),t0x = p�1Xj=0 t� 0(F jx)� p�1Xj=0 t�(F jx) F j 00x(F j 0x)2 ;hencep�1Xj=0�t�(F jx)D� 0(F jx)D�(F jx) � t� 0(F jx)� = txD0xDx � t0x:
(2–20)

Therefore in order to prove (2{18) we only haveto show, by Theorem 2.1, thatp�1Xj=0 E�(F jx)D�(F jx) = ExDxor p�1Xj=0 E�(F jx)F j 0x = pEx: (2–21)But, by de�nition, E�(F px) = F p 0x(E�x+ pD0x).Hence, settingp�1Xj=0 E�(F jx)F j 0x = pE��x; (2–22)we getpE��(Fx)= F 0x p�1Xj=0 E�(F j+1x)F j+1 0x= F 0x� p�1Xj=1 E�(F jx)F j 0x + E�(F px)F p 0x �= F 0x� p�1Xj=0 E�(F jx)F j 0x �E�x+E�x+ pD0x�= F 0x(pE��x+ pD0x):This shows that E��x satis�es the same equation asEx. Thus the two functions are the same, moduloa constant multiple of Dx which does not matter,proving (2{21).Now suppose instead that F 2 C1. The proof issimilar but details are more involved. Instead of(2{20) we havep�1Xj=0�(t�(F jx)� 1)D� 0(F jx)D�(F jx) � t� 0(F jx)�= (tx�1)D0xDx � t0x�D0xDx p�1Xj=1 1F j 0x � p�1Xj=1 F j 00x(F j 0x)2 ;



Szekeres: Abel’s Equation and Regular Growth: Variations on a Theme by Abel 91and we have to show thatp�1Xj=0 E�(F jx)F j 0x= p�Ex+D0x p�1Xj=1 1F j 0x +Dx p�1Xj=1 F j 00x(F j 0x)2�:SetE��x = 1p p�1Xj=0 E�(F jx)F j 0x�D0x p�1Xj=1 1F j 0x �Dx p�1Xj=1 F j 00x(F j 0x)2 :Using the equalitiesF j 0(Fx) = 1F 0xF j+1 0x;F j 00(Fx) = F j+1 00x(F j+1 0x)2 � F j+1 0x F 00x(F 0x)2 ;andE�(F px) = F p 0xE�x+ pD0x+ pDxF p 00xF p 0xwe get, after some cancellations,E��(Fx) = ExF 0x+D0x+DxF 00xF 0x = E(Fx)according to (2{7) and (2{5). Hence E�� = E andthe lemma is proved. �
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Write� = 1pA(x):Now A�(F jx) = (1=p)A(F jx) = (1=p)(Ax + j), soF jx = A��1(� + j=p) and '�(F jx) =  �(� + j=p),and Lemma 2.5 gives (p�) = p�1Xj=0  ��� + jp�:

The theorem is proved by observing that ̂n = Z 10  (�)e2�in� d�= p�1Xj=0 Z 10  ��� + jp �e2�in(�+j) d�= p�1Xj=0 pZ 10  ��� + jp�e2�in(p�+j) d�= p ̂�np: �The importance of Theorem 2.4 is that it allows anextension of the LF coe�cients �� from positiveintegral � to any real � > 0. De�ne �� for rational� = n=p by �� = �n=p = ��n + log p (2–23)where ��n is the n-th LF coe�cient of F � = F p;the de�nition is independent of the representationn=p of �. For if � = (kn)=(kp) then �� = ���kn +log p + log k, where ���n is the n-th LF coe�cientof F �� = F kp, hence ��n = ���kn + log k.We can express (2{23) in a slightly di�erent form.Still with F � = F p, and setting F �� = F �1=n�F p=n,we have�1=p = ��1 + log p;�n=p = ��n + log p = ���1 + log p� log n:Rede�ning F � = F 1=�, this gives�� = ��1 � log �:This was only shown to be true for rational �, butwe can now de�ne the functionL(�) = LF (�) = ��1 � log �for all � > 0, where F � is the principal 1=�-iterateof F . We call LF (�) the LF function of F ; it is thecontinuous generalization of the LF coe�cients.Clearly, LF 1=r(�) = LF (r�) + log r (2–24)for any r > 0. Thus the LF function has the pleas-ant property that it is the same (apart from scaling



92 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 2of its variable � and an irrelevant additive con-stant) for all principal iterates of F .The ground is now prepared for the formulationof our criterion of regular growth. The propertythat presents itself most naturally (partly from nu-merical evidence) is complete monotonity, that is,the condition(�1)n�1L(n)F (�) > 0 for all n � 1 and � > 0:It is a property that is not a�ected by an addi-tive constant or a change of scale of the variablein (2{24) hence is preserved for all principal iter-ates of F . Numerical evidence suggests that com-plete monotonity is somewhat too strong; a morereasonable condition is that L0(�) should be thedi�erence of two completely monotonic functions.This is the same as saying that L0(�) is a Laplace{Stieltjes transform,L0(�) = Z 10 e��t d(t);where  is of bounded variation [Widder 1941, p.160]. Let us call a function with this property L-regular. Our criterion of regular growth can thenbe stated as follows:
Criterion 2.6 (regular growth). F 2 C is said to beregularly growing if the LF function LF (�) of F isL-regular .Clear-cut as it is, the criterion in this form is notvery suitable for numerical experimentation. Ulti-mately one is compelled to examine the completemonotonity and L-regularity of the LF coe�cientsthemselves. A nonnegative sequence � = f�ng1n=0is called completely monotonic if all higher-orderbackward di�erences(�0�)n = �n;(�k�)n = (�k�1�)n � (�k�1�)n+1= kXj=0(�1)j�kj ��n+j ; for k � 1; n � 0;are nonnegative. The sequence � = f�ng1n=1 will

be called L-regular if its �rst di�erence sequence�n = (�1�)n+1 = �n+1 � �n+2; for n � 0;can be expressed as the di�erence of two com-pletely monotonic bounded sequences. By a theo-rem of Hausdor�, this is equivalent to saying that� = f�ng is a moment sequence, that is,�n = Z 10 tn d�(t);where �(t) is bounded and of bounded variation[Widder 1941, Chapter III]. It is now natural topostulate:
Criterion 2.7 (regular growth, discrete form). F is saidto be regularly growing if the LF sequence of F isL-regular .Strictly speaking, the condition ought to be satis-�ed for all natural iterates F p of F according toTheorem 2.4 if we want the two forms of the crite-rion to be equivalent, but we shall be content withthis seemingly weaker form.From the identitykXj=0�kj �(�k�j�)j = �0[Hardy 1949, p. 252] we see thatkXj=0�kj ���(�k�j�)j��� �0vanishes for all k � 0 if and only if � is completelymonotonic, and is bounded if and only if � is amoment sequence. Consequently � is L-regular ifand only if the sequence � = f�kg de�ned by�k = kXj=1�k � 1j � 1���(�k�j�)j ��� �1; for k � 1;

(2–25)is bounded. Here we have a sensitive test for theL-regularity of �; if the LF sequence of F is notL-regular � tends to blow up. The �-test will beused extensively in the experiments described inthe next section.
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3. NUMERICAL EVIDENCETwo things have to be remembered when we calcu-late the LF coe�cients of various functions. One isthat, however many coe�cients we evaluate, theycan never prove L-regularity. The other is that be-ing in unexplored territory we cannot really predict(or even make reliable guesses of) what functionswill turn out to be regularly growing. If we havepreconceived ideas (as people did in early last cen-tury about the great inland sea of Australia) wemust be prepared for surprises.Our examples will mostly, but not exclusively,be taken from C+ = Sc>1 Cc, largely for practicalreasons; the computational demands are consider-ably higher when F 2 C1. For instance, if c = 2and x is taken in the neighbourhood of 10�6, then30 expansion coe�cients will be amply su�cientto calculate E(x), D(x) and D0(x) from (2{3) and(2{8) with an error less than 10�170 say, and atmost 30 terms will be needed in the series (2{9)|or rather the recursion's (2{10) and (2{11)|fort(x) and t0(x). In contrast, if F 2 C1 then x can-not be taken less than say 10�3 if we want to keepthe number of terms in (2{9) under 500 and then atleast 80 expansion terms may be needed for E(x)and D(x). For some functions such an increasein computational e�ort by a factor of 10 or morecould be prohibitive, given that up to 2000 functionvalues of  (x) need to be computed if we want todetermine 200 to 300 Fourier coe�cients. Exam-ples will show that no essentially new informationcomes from the study of functions in C1, and wemay just as well stick to F 2 Cc for c � 2, say.We begin with some simple elementary functionsin C2 such as 2x+ x2 = (1 + x)2 � 1:Intuitively one would like this function (togetherwith its iterates) to be regularly growing, partic-ularly since its principal iterates F �(x) = (1 +x)2� �1 have such a simple explicit form. Actuallythe functions that we have examined were F (x) =(1 + x)eb � 1 for various values of b > 0. Taking

b = 1, the Fourier coe�cients of  (x) went downvery rapidly from j ̂1j = exp(�9:88211180139) toj ̂25j = exp(�248:3695682035);the limit of reliability with 1000  (x) values and180 decimal �gures accuracy. The test quantity �kgiven by (2{25) was found to be 0 for k = 1; � � � ; 25,showing that the LF coe�cients were not only L-regular but completely monotonic, at least for the�rst 25 coe�cients. The same behaviour was ofcourse registered for b = log 2, corresponding tothe polynomial 2x+ x2.Taking b = 2, about twice as many LF coe�-cients could be determined as with b = 1 (by The-orem 2.4), and the outcome was quite revealing.The �rst 19 values �k were again 0, but there-after �k increased slowly to �44 = 0:00259959015,a good indication of L-regularity. The di�erencein behaviour is understandable if the LF functionitself is L-regular but not completely monotonic,since we are now testing the higher derivatives ofthe LF function by taking the points of evaluationtwice as densely as before. It was this example thatsuggested L-regularity (instead of complete mono-tonity) as the correct indicator of regular growth.Of course, there is no guarantee that �k will staybounded past �44, but the observed behaviour upto �45 strongly suggests that the LF function of(1 + x)e � 1 is indeed L-regular and (by Theorems2.3 and 2.4) so is everyF (x) = 1� �(1 + �x)e� � 1�with � > 0 and � > 0. We have thus produced a(presumably) regularly growing family of functionswith asymptotics x� (where � = e� and  = ���1)for every � > 1 and � > 0. In particular, the familyof polynomials1� �(1 + �x)n � 1�; for � > 0; (3–1)is regularly growing.Passing on to polynomials not of the form (3{1),we took as a �rst example F (x) = 3x + x2. Here



94 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 2the outcome was quite \unexpected": in sharp con-trast to 2x+x2, the �-sequence grew dramaticallyfrom �1 > 0, �4 = 0:938 to �19 = 3733:2, show-ing unmistakably that the LF coe�cients were notL-regular, hence F (x) not regularly growing ac-cording to our criterion. The same behaviour wasregistered by, for example, F (x) = 3x+3x2 + 2x3,with �5 = 1:2185, �24 = 4228931:0. Indeed nopolynomial di�erent from those of the form (3{1)was found to be regularly growing. Looking for areason the following conjecture has emerged fromnumerous experiments.
Conjecture 3.1. If F (x) has an L-regular LF func-tion and f(x) = O((F (x))�) for some 0 � � < 1,the LF function of F (x) + f(x) is not L-regular .If this conjecture is true, the strange behaviour ofpolynomials is of course perfectly understandable.Examples such as these show indeed the remark-able sensitivity of the �-test; they also suggestthat \regularly growing" functions form a highlyselective class of functions, which could conceiv-ably serve as an appropriate scale for functionalgrowth.As a next example we took F (x) = ecx � 1, forvarious values c � 1. With such fairly fast-growingfunctions the decrease of the Fourier coe�cients(hence LF coe�cients) is not nearly as rapid as forx2 + 2x; in consequence we could compute manymore LF coe�cients with comparable accuracy andcomputational e�ort. Taking c = 2 the LF coef-�cients decreased from �1 = �5:96067633273 to�150 = �197:6143012223, and �k was found to be0 for all k < 150: quite a remarkable outcomehinting at some strong analytic reason. A similaroutcome was registered for other values of c, in-cluding c = 1, making it very plausible that ecx�1satis�es the regularity criterion for all c � 1. In-deed the case c = 1 was in no way di�erent (exceptfor greatly increased computing time) from thosewith c > 1, and ex� 1 had at least 180 completelymonotonic LF coe�cients, with�1 = �6:66486681079445

and �180 = �227:21602223:On the other hand the functions ex + x � 1,e2x+x�1, 32ex� 12e�x, and so on all showed violentincreases of �k with �150 reaching values of order1020 or more, in accordance with Conjecture 3.1.The last example shows that f(x) in the conjecturecan even tend to 0 fairly rapidly. In contrast, func-tions such as 2xex, (2x+2)ex�2, and (2x+x2)ex allseemed to have L-regular (not always completelymonotonic) LF coe�cients; this indicates that thegrowth of f(x) relative to F (�) in Conjecture 3.1cannot be too close to F (x) itself.Examples such as these can be produced at will,without adding anything new to what we have al-ready displayed. There is more interest in exam-ining functions with nonelementary growth, whichtherefore do not �t into Hardy's scale. To pro-duce hopeful examples once again Abel's functionalequation comes to our rescue. A simple case is pro-vided by the inverse B = A�1 of the principal Abelfunction of x2+bx, for various values of b > 1. Thespecial interest of this example arises from the factthat there are two particular values of b for whichthe principal Abel function happens to be an ele-mentary function (no others are known and proba-bly do not exist). One is b = 2; the principal Abelfunction of x2 + 2x isA(x) = 1log 2 log log(1 + x);with inverse B(x) = exp(ex log 2) � 1. The othervalue is b = 4; the principal Abel function and itsinverse areA(x) = 1log 2 log log 12�px+px+ 4 �;B(x) = �exp(ex log 2)� exp(�ex log 2)�2;as seen by substitution into (1{1).We know already what to expect: the �rst clearlyought to be regularly growing, the second not ac-cording to Conjecture 3.1, sinceB(x) = exp(2ex log 2) + exp(�2ex log 2)� 2:



Szekeres: Abel’s Equation and Regular Growth: Variations on a Theme by Abel 95Computation does indeed con�rm both expecta-tions; in the �rst case �k was found to be 0 for1 � k < 150, in the second case �k grew to �169 =1:02 � 1020. For no other values of b did we �ndL-regular LF coe�cients. For b = 2:1 the LF coef-�cients of F (x) = 2B0(0) (B(x)�B(0))gave �169 = 1:8 � 1010 and for b = 3, for example,we obtained �169 of order 1033. These results canbe understood if we remember that b = 2 was theonly value of b for which x2 + bx was regularlygrowing. This suggests another conjecture:
Conjecture 3.2. The inverse of the principal Abelfunction of F (x) (suitably normalised) is regularlygrowing if and only if F (x) is regularly growing .By \suitably normalized" we understand herecB0(a) (B(x)�B(a)) for a 2 R ; c � 1:Abel's equation also supplies \nice" examplesof functions which transcend Hardy's scale in thesense that they grow faster than any �nite iterateof ex. Hardy himself mentions such an exampleclosely related to an Abel function in [Hardy 1910,p. 35], without making any reference to Abel. Toproduce such an example in C we took the inverseB(x) of the principal Abel function of ex+ebx�2 forvarious values of b 6= 0. If Conjectures 3.1 and 3.2are valid for such very fast-growing functions, weshould expectF (x) = cB0(0) (B(x)�B(0)); for c � 1;to be regularly growing when b = 1, and nonreg-ularly growing when b 6= 1. This turns out to bethe case: experimenting with c = 1 or c = 2 it wasfound that �k = 0 for 1 � k � 250 if b = 1 but�250 is of order 1011 for b = 2, and of order 109for b = 0:5. A number of other such examples sup-port without exception the hypothesis that Conjec-tures 3.1 and 3.2 hold for arbitrarily fast growingfunctions.

We remark here that the practical computationof B(x) for given G 2 C+ presents no di�culties(G 2 C1 is more awkward). For large negative x|say x < �10|B(x) has an expansionB(x) = 1Xj=1 ajejx log b;where a1 = 1 and the remaining expansion coe�-cients aj , for j > 1, are calculated from B(x+1) =G(B(x)). From this series B(x) and its derivativesare easily computed and so are the Taylor coe�-cients of B(x) at x = 0.The experimental results presented in this sec-tion clearly support two additional conjectures:
Conjecture 3.3. The set R of regularly growing func-tions, that is, functions with L-regular LF coe�-cients, is nonempty .
Conjecture 3.4. R contains arbitrarily fast-growingfunctions.We conclude this paper with a somewhat sketchyaccount of the link between our Theorems 2.1 and2.2 and L�evy's original criterion.
4. THE LÉVY–FOURIER COEFFICIENTSL�evy's original suggestion [1928] for \croissance r�e-guli�ere" amounted to this: Given F 2 C1, take anya > 0 and de�neFa(x) = 1F 0(a) (F (x+ a)� F (a)) (4–1)so that Fa 2 C1. Let D;Da be the respective prin-cipal iteration generators of F and Fa. Then wecan de�ne a second iteration generator D�a for Faby demanding thatlimx!1D�a(x)=D(x) = 1: (4–2)L�evy actually stated his condition in terms of theAbel functions A, Aa, but essentially it amounts to(4{2). Now L�evy proposed that for regularly grow-ing functions D�a should be identical with Da forall a > 0. Of course in those pre-computer times



96 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 2L�evy had no means of checking on his criterionexperimentally; otherwise he would have realisedthat the criterion as it stands is too restrictive andpossibly cannot be satis�ed for any F except thetrivial ex � 1, for which Fa = F for all a > 0.We shall modify L�evy's condition in several ways(apart from the trivial modi�cation (4{2)), so asto make it workable and more accessible to experi-mentation. First, instead of demanding the equal-ity of Da and D�a we shall examine the discrepancybetween the two iteration generators and formu-late a criterion that refers to this discrepancy. Sec-ondly, we do not insist on the condition F 0(0) = 1,which can place uncomfortable demands on com-puting time, without o�ering much in return. Wecan then replace Fa in (4{1) by the simplerFa(x) = F (x+ a)� F (a):Finally, we carry out the comparison of Da andD�a for in�nitesimal a = ", thereby linearizing theproblem. This makes the examination of the dis-crepancy much simpler and hence more accessible.So let's assume �rst that F 2 Cc with c > 1, sothat F (x) =Xj�1 bjxj ;with b1 = c > 1. Set, for in�nitesimal ",F"(x) = F (x+")�F (") ' F (x)+"F 0(x)�c": (4–3)Here ' means mod "2; that is, we neglect higherpowers of ". The factor F 0(x)� c of " is of course� @@"F"(x)�"=0:To determine D�" , start from a �xed (appropri-ately small) x0 > 0 and de�ne sequences xn =F (xn�1), n � 1 and Dn = D(xn) determined byD0 = D(x0); Dn = F 0(xn�1)Dn�1; for n � 1;according to (2{5). To determine the correspond-ing sequences x(")n and D(")n = D"(x(")n ) pertainingto F", set x(")n ' xn � "yn for n � 0;

where the initial value y0 will be determined later,from the behaviour of yn at n!1.Thenx(")n+1 ' F"(xn � "yn) ' F"(xn)� "ynF 0(xn)' F (xn) + "(F 0(xn)� c� ynF 0(xn))' xn+1 � "yn+1;giving yn+1 = (yn � 1)F 0(xn) + c:Or, setting tn = 1� yn,tn+1 = tnF 0(xn)� (c� 1);tn = tn+1 + (c� 1)F 0(xn) :Hence, with the \initial value" of the sequence ynchosen appropriately, namely y1 = 1, the recur-sion is satis�ed bytn = (c� 1)� 1F 0(xn) + 1F 0(xn)F 0(xn+1) + � � �� :Using the notation (2{9) for t(x) we see thattn = 1� yn = (c� 1)(t(xn)� 1): (4–4)With the sequence x(")n ' xn� "yn we can now de-termine D(")n = D"(x(")n ), where D" is the principaliteration generator of F". SetD(")n ' (1 + "Sn)Dn;then, since F 0"(x) ' F 0(x) + "F 00(x),(1 + "Sn+1)Dn+1' F 0"(xn � "yn)(1 + "Sn)Dn' (1 + "Sn)�F 0(xn) + "(F 00(xn)� ynF 00(xn))�Dn' (1 + "Sn)�1 + "F 00(xn)F 0(xn) tn�Dn+1;givingSn+1 = Sn + (c� 1)F 00(xn)F 0(xn) (t(xn)� 1)



Szekeres: Abel’s Equation and Regular Growth: Variations on a Theme by Abel 97by (4{4). With the notation (2{11) it results inS1 = limn!1Sn = S0+(c� 1) 1Xn=0 F 00(xn)F 0(xn) (t(xn)� 1)= S0� (c� 1)t0(x0): (4–5)Setting D�" asymptotically equal to D accordingto the modi�ed L�evy matching process (4{2), wesee that S1 represents the discrepancy between thetwo iteration generators D" and D�" of F", that is,the quantity that we wish to identify. We still needto know S0, and this is determined from the as-sumption (which we haven't exploited so far) thatD" is the principal iteration generator of F". Thismeans that D" has the appropriate behaviour atx = 0, that is we can setD"(x) ' D(x) + "�cD0(x) + (c� 1)E(x)�; (4–6)where of course D(x) is the principal iteration gen-erator of F . The form of the "-term on the righthand side is for convenience.Substituting for F"(x) from (4{3) and for D"(x)from (4{6) we get, using (2{5),D"(F"x)' D(F"x) + "�cD0(Fx) + (c� 1)E(Fx)�' D(Fx) + "(F 0x� c)D0(Fx)+ "�cD0(Fx) + (c� 1)E(Fx)�' F 0xDx+ "(F 00xDx+F 0xD0x+(c�1)E(Fx));andF 0"xD"x' (F 0x+"F 00x)�Dx+"(cD0x+(c�1)Ex)�'F 0xDx+"�F 00xDx+cF 0xD0x+(c�1)F 0xEx�:Equating these two expressions we getE(F (x)) = F 0(x)E(x) + F 0(x)D0(x)that is equation (2{6) for the inhomogeneous iter-ation generator E(x). All we have to observe nowis thatD"(x0 � "y0)

' D"(x0)� "y0D0(x0)' D(x0) + "(cD0(x0) + (c� 1)E(x0)� y0D0(x0))by (4{6) and soS0 = (c� y0)D0(x0) + (c� 1)E(x0)D(x0)= c� 1D(x0) (t(x0)D0(x0) +E(x0)):Combining this with (4{5) and using the notationof Theorem 2.1 we getS1 = (c� 1)'(x0):This establishes the link between Theorem 2.1 andL�evy's matching process (in the modi�ed form).Our �nal remark concerns the value of e1 in(2{16). We saw earlier that the LF coe�cients areindependent of e1, nevertheless it is important toverify that with the value (2{16) of e1 the controlequation Z 10  (�) d� = 0 (4–7)is indeed satis�ed. This is important not only forits own interest but because we have used (4{7)repeatedly as a check for the accuracy of the com-putations in Section 3.First note that d1 = log c in (2{3); therefored(")1 = log c("), whereD"(x) =Xj�1 d(")j xj ;F"(x) = c(")x+Xj�2 b(")j xj :But F"(x) 'Xj�1 bjxj + "Xj�2 jbjxj�1;by (4{2); hence b(")1 = c(") ' c+ 2"b2 andd(")1 = log c(") ' log c+ 2"c b2:On the other hand,D"(x) ' D(x) + "cD0(x) + "(c� 1)E(x)



98 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 2from (4{6); hence, by (2{3),d(")1 = d1 + "�2b2 log cc� 1 + (c� 1)e1�:Equating these two expressions for d(")1 we obtain(c� 1)e1 = 2b2c � 2b2 log cc� 1 ;which immediately gives (2{16).Now both D" and D�" are iteration generatorsof F", and so Lemma 1.1 tells us that D"(x) =D�"(x)�1+"�0(A(x))� for some periodic � with pe-riod 1. Hence  (�) = �0(�) andZ 10  = �(1)� �(0) = 0;which is (4{7). This derivation leans heavily onthe fact that  is the discrepancy between twoiteration generators whereas Theorem 2.1 makesno reference to this interpretation. A more directderivation would no doubt be of some interest.The argument that leads to Theorem 2.1 breaksdown if b1 = F 0(0) = 1, essentially because of thedi�erent form (2{4) of D(x). There are two dif-ferent approaches to this problem: we may either\in�nitesimalize" L�evy's original process, or regardF 2 C1 as a limiting case of functions Cc; c > 1.The second approach leads to the formulation ofTheorem 2.2 and we omit details. The �rst ap-proach is more interesting, not only because ofits closer links with L�evy's process but because itshows that the construction of a  with the re-quired property is by no means unique and thereare alternative forms which do not necessarily leadto a useful criterion. We sketch the steps that re-sult in a second form of Theorem 2.2.We want to compare the principal iteration gen-erator of F (x) = x+Xj�2 bjxjwith that of F (x+ a)� F (a)F 0(a) :

Taking an in�nitesimal a = ", we have nowF"(x) = F (x+ ")� F (")F 0(") ' F (x) + "F 0(x)� "1 + b"' F (x) + "�F 0(x)� 1� bF (x)�; (4–8)where b = 2b2.The sequence x(")n ' xn � "yn satis�esx(")n+1 ' F"(xn�"yn)' F (xn)+"(F 0(xn)�1�bF (xn)�ynF 0(xn));giving yn+1 = (yn � 1)F 0(xn) + 1 + bF (xn):Hence tn = 1� yn satis�estn+1 = tnF 0(xn)� bF (xn);tn = tn+1 + bF (xn)F 0(xn) ;tn = b� F (xn)F 0(xn) + F 2(xn)F 0(xn)F 0(F (xn)) + � � ��:Or, de�ning t�(x) =Xk�1 F k(x)F k 0(x) ; (4–9)we get tn = bt�(xn):For Sn we obtain(1+"Sn+1)Dn+1' F 0"(xn�"yn)(1+"Sn)Dn' (1+"Sn)��F 0(xn)+"(F 00(xn)�bF 0(xn)�ynF 00(xn))�Dn;giving Sn+1 = Sn � b+ tnF 00(xn)F 0(xn) :De�ning nows(x) =Xn�0�t(xn)F 00(xn)F 0(xn) � 1� (4–10)



Szekeres: Abel’s Equation and Regular Growth: Variations on a Theme by Abel 99we obtain S1 = S0 + bs(x0):We have assumed the convergence of (4{9) and(4{10), which is not true for all F 2 C1. But con-vergence is assured if F = expF � � 1 with F � 2C1 (just note that F=F 0 = 1=(log F )0.) Thereforewhatever regularity criterion we might be able toformulate for F � 2 C1 following L�evy's original pro-cess, we would have to exponentiate the functionto be tested before subjecting it to the criterion.Now for D"(x) we setD"(x) ' D(x) + "(D0(x) + bE�(x)): (4–11)Then, as before,D"(F"x)' D(F"x) + "�D0(Fx) + bE�(Fx)�' D(Fx) + "�(F 0x� bFx)D0(Fx) + bE�(Fx)�' F 0xDx+ "��1� b FxF 0x�(F 00xDx+ F 0xD0x)+ bE�(Fx)�andF 0"xD"x' �F 0x+ "(F 00x� bF 0x)��Dx+ "(D0x+ bE�x)�:Equating these two expressions we get, after somecancellations, the equationE�(Fx) = F 0xE�x�F 0xDx+FxD0x+FxF 00xF 0x Dx= F 0xE�x�F 0xDx+FxD0(Fx) (4–12)for E�x. SinceD"(x0 � "y0)' D(x0) + "(D0(x0) + bE�(x0)� y0D0(x0));we derive as beforeS0 = (1� y0)D0(x0) + bE�(x0)D(x0) = bS(x0);

where S(x) = t�(x)D0(x) +E�(x)D(x) :This leads to the next result:
Theorem 4.1. Let F (x) = exp(F �(x))� 1 with F � 2C1, and let D;E�; t�; s be de�ned by (2{5), (4{12),(4{9), and (4{10). SetS(x) = 1D(x)�t�(x)D0(x) +E�(x)�:Then '�(x) = S(x) + s(x) has the property that'�(F (x)) = '�(x) for all x > 0.This is the alternative form of Theorem 2.2; itsproof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1 and isomitted. The value of the missing coe�cient e2 isfound to be e2 = 12b2;its derivation is similar to the derivation of (2{16).We could derive now LF coe�cients of a secondkind based on the '�-function of Theorem 4.1. Itis easy to see that the '�-function of F (x) = ex �1 (corresponding to F � the identity function) isidentically 0. In fact if F (x) = ex�1 then t(x) = 1identically in (4{9) and s(x) = 0. Hence E�(x) =�D0(x) by (4{12) and (2{5), S(x) = 0, hence '�(x)is identically 0 in Theorem 4.1. This is as it shouldbe since in this case F" is identical with F and theL�evy matching is trivial.Taking the second iterate exp(ex�1)�1 of ex�1the even Fourier coe�cients are of course 0, but theodd ones are not. This alone makes it unlikely thata useful regularity criterion based on L-regularitycould be obtained from Theorem 4.1.
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